
One must choose the lesser of two evils 

 

In a very low or zero interest rates environment, corporate treasurers must choose the lesser of the 

two evils and answer the following dilemma: placing money in bank deposits or in Money Market 

Funds (MMF)? That’s the question, especially when on top of that they need to respect IAS “cash 

equivalent” qualification. Placing into bank deposits increases return providing you place for longer 

periods but it also increases automatically the concentration risk. However, MMF’s which enable to 

mitigate concentration and counterparty risk are less attractive in terms of return or even closed to 

investors for some IMMFA funds at Constant Net Asset Value (CNAV). If you opt for MMF’s, they 

offer a daily availability of cash in addition to the risk mitigation advantages. The dilemma consists of 

opting for daily availability of cash, low risk and low or no return or opting for longer periods, less 

availability of cash and higher concentration of risks.  

Therefore, it is essential to revisit his strategy and to define the objectives and priorities to know 

where precisely place the cursor (more on risk with potentially higher return or more on security 

with lower or no return) . In an environment which could potentially go even a step further with 

negative interest rates, the absence of return is a new element to be considered. Corporates need to 

contemplate possible strategies in terms of placements and potentially they need to ease their 

criteria in order adopt products with better return. Better return will probably mean more risks and 

longer tenors. If they have this type of flexibility, he question merits to be addressed. By outsourcing 

cash management to a fund manager, a corporation transfers or delegates the assets placements to 

a professional dedicated to such a management. Unfortunately, closing of IMMFA funds and low to 

zero returns reduce access and interest for such solutions. The dilemma will remain cruel and 

require addressing first the question of the strategy to be adopted.  

In such a context, corporates envisage more and more alternative solutions and ways to boost cash 

return while preserving principal or at least while securing as far as possible the principal. It is a new 

interesting challenge for treasurers (of cash rich corporations) in the coming months.  
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